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We review morphogenesis of the enteric nervous system from migratory neural crest cells, and defects of this
process such as Hirschsprung disease, centering on cell motility and assembly, and cell adhesion and
extracellular matrix molecules, along with cell proliferation and growth factors. We then review continuum
and agent-based (cellular automata) models with rules of cell movement and logistical proliferation. Both
movement and proliferation at the individual cell level are modeled with stochastic components from which
stereotyped outcomes emerge at the population level. These models reproduced the wave-like colonization of
the intestine by enteric neural crest cells, and several new properties emerged, such as colonization by frontal
expansion, which were later conﬁrmed biologically. These models predict a surprising level of clonal
heterogeneity both in terms of number and distribution of daughter cells. Biologically, migrating cells form
stable chains made up of unstable cells, but this is not seen in the initial model. We outline additional rules for
cell differentiation into neurons, axon extension, cell-axon and cell–cell adhesions, chemotaxis and repulsion
which can reproduce chain migration. After the migration stage, the cells re-arrange as a network of ganglia.
Changes in cell adhesion molecules parallel this, and we describe additional rules based on Steinberg's
Differential Adhesion Hypothesis, reﬂecting changing levels of adhesion in neural crest cells and neurons. This
was able to reproduce enteric ganglionation in a model. Mouse mutants with disturbances of enteric nervous
system morphogenesis are discussed, and these suggest future reﬁnement of the models. The modeling
suggests a relatively simple set of cell behavioral rules could account for complex patterns of morphogenesis.
The model has allowed the proposal that Hirschsprung disease is mostly an enteric neural crest cell
proliferation defect, not a defect of cell migration. In addition, the model suggests an explanations for zonal
and skip segment variants of Hirschsprung disease, and also gives a novel stochastic explanation for the
observed discordancy of Hirschsprung disease in identical twins.
& 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.The enteric nervous system: Structure and diseases
Structure and function of the enteric nervous system
The enteric nervous system (ENS) is the largest division of the
autonomic nervous system, with numerous neuron types identi-
ﬁed by neurochemical coding and neurite and cell body morphol-
ogy. These control, modulate or mediate almost all aspects of
gastrointestinal function, including motility, secretion and adsorp-
tion, water and electrolyte balance, chemical sensing, and com-
munication between gut segments and the CNS. The ENS includesll rights reserved.
ewgreen).motor, sensory and inter-neurons, so that it has a capacity for
integrated function (Furness, 2012; Hao and Young, 2009). Despite
these similarities to the CNS, the organization of the ENS is quite
different and, superﬁcially, relatively simple. The ganglia are small
with variable numbers of neurons and glial usually arranged in
two layers or plexuses (Fig. 1a). Neurite bundles ensheathed by
glial cells connect local ganglia, and extend to nearby gut tissues.
This organizational unit is replicated with regional variations
(Wattchow et al., 2008) countless times to form an ENS network.Pathologies of the enteric nervous system
The ENS is subject to many pathological alterations (Furness,

















Fig. 1. Diagrams of the structure and development of the ENS. (a) The ENS forms two 2-dimensional arrays (myenteric and submucosal plexuses) in the wall of the gut,
associated with the intestinal smooth muscle. (b) Colonization of the foregut, midgut and hindgut in succession by vagal NC cells derived from the embryonic hindbrain.
Sacral NC cells have a minor contribution to hindgut ENS. In Hirschsprung disease, the wave of vagal-derived ENC cells fails to complete the ﬁnal occupation of the distal
hindgut. (c) En face overview of the ENS at an early stage near the wavefront of colonization showing chain migration of ENC cells (grey) in the overall direction of the arrow.
In mouse but not chick, some early-differentiating neurons (black circle) extend axons (black line) paralleling the ENC cell chains. (d) The same region after initial
ganglionation, showing the geometric arrangement of the ENS ganglia. Neurons (colored circles representing different neuron types) form clusters and glial/ENC cells (grey)
tend to surround the neurons. Nerve ﬁbers (colored lines) accompanied by glial cells link the ganglia.
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Hirschsprung disease (congenital aganglionic megacolon). This
disease, which occurs in about 1/5000 births, is marked by
intractable constipation, due to a lack of peristalsis. This in turn
is caused by a regional lack of ENS in the distal intestine but the
length affected is highly variable. Mostly the ENS of the sigmoid
colon is absent, which may also extend to the descending colon,
but much longer defects are known, up to total intestinal agan-
glionosis (Solari et al., 2003). Other rare Hirschsprung-like condi-
tions also occur: zonal aganglionosis, where a region of colon lacks
ENS but the regions proximal and distal to this are ganglionated,
and skip segment, in which a short ganglionated region is ﬂanked
proximally and distally by aganglionic colon (O'Donnell and Puri,
2010).
Mutations in about a dozen genes predispose to Hirschsprung
disease, but mutations in RET, encoding the GDNF receptor, may
underlie most cases (Amiel et al., 2008). These result in full or
partial inactivation of RET function. An identical condition has also
arisen spontaneously or been engineered into many animal
models. Although structurally and functionally Hirschsprung dis-
ease could qualify as the world's simplest structural birth defect,
its genetics is complex, with a host of modiﬁer genes (Walters
et al., 2010), genetic alterations of various types, skewed sex ratio
and environmental inﬂuences (Fu et al., 2010). Hirschsprung
disease shows incomplete penetrance and dramatic differences
in expressivity in siblings, as graphically displayed by variations in
the length of intestine affected, and even monozygotic twins are
frequently discordant (Jung, 1995).
Hypoganglionosis, hyperganglionosis, ganglion cell disorgani-
zation and selective loss of one or a few types of nerve cell also
occur and these impair intestinal function (De Giorgio and
Camilleri, 2004). Some of these are clearly congenital while others
have a later onset such as oesophageal achalasia. Reduced ENC cell
and ganglion density, size and pattern (hypoganglionosis) occursin the transition zone in Hirschsprung patients, and it also occurs
independently, for example in mice with one functional copy of
the GDNF gene (Flynn et al., 2007; Gianino et al., 2003; Shen et al.,
2002). RET with MEN2B mutations resulting in constitutive
activation of the receptor produces ENS hyperganglionation
(ganglioneuroma) (Takahashi et al., 1999; Yin et al., 2006), and
Zic2 mutant mice also show ENS hyperplasia (Zhang and
Niswander, 2013). Larger ganglia have also been reported in the
submucosal plexus in the controversial IND type B (Meier-Ruge
et al., 2004). In some patients with severe non-Hirschsprung
constipation, reduction of Substance-P and VIP nerves relative to
nitrergic nerves have been described (King et al., 2010), suggesting
a problem in the balance of various ENS nerve cell types. For the
most part, however, it is not known what directly leads to these
enteric neuropathologies.Colonization of the gastrointestinal tract by enteric
neural crest cells
We review key local cell behaviors and molecular actions in the
developing ENS before summarizing how these can be incorpo-
rated into the mathematical models.
Enteric neural crest cell migration in the intestinal wall
The ENS is derived from the neural crest (NC), with most
derived from the hindbrain vagal level (Kuntz, 1922; Le Douarin
and Teillet, 1973; Yntema and Hammond, 1954). Vagal NC cells
migrate through adjacent tissues to reach the foregut (Kuo and
Erickson, 2011), and from there the cells directionally colonize the
midgut and hindgut (Epstein et al., 1991; Tucker et al., 1986; Young
et al., 1998), eventually reaching the cloaca (O' Donnell et al.,
2006). The sacral NC also makes a minor contribution (Fig. 1b).
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(ENC cells). These cells can be detected within the gut mesench-
yme by probes to such molecules as p75, HNK-1 and Sox10.
ENC cell migration has been timetabled in chick (Allan and
Newgreen, 1980), mouse (Young et al., 1998), rat (Newgreen and
Hartley, 1995) and human (Fu et al., 2004) and the colonization is
lengthy in terms of distance (several millimeters; mouse, chick)
and duration (4 days, mouse; 4 weeks, human). The colonization
sequence immediately suggests a cause for Hirschsprung disease:
ENC cells fail to complete migration so the distal gut remains
aganglionic. Consequently Hirschsprung disease has been regarded
as the archetypal defect of cell migration.
The population of ENC cells advances predictably as revealed by
observations of labeled ENC cells. This movement is by cell
migration in the midgut and hindgut mesenchyme, mostly within
a narrow almost 2-dimensional layer beneath the serosa via
intersecting chains of cells (Fig. 1c) (Conner et al., 2003; Epstein
et al., 1991; Young et al., 2004), which later aggregate as ganglia
(Fig. 1d). Time-lapse imaging of this migration in organotypic gut
culture has shown that the chains are fairly stable yet the cells
forming the chains are in a constant ﬂux with rapid bursts of
movement, slower gradual movements, pauses and constant
exchange of neighbors, which are unpredictable at the level of
each individual cell (Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2005, 2007; Young
et al., 2004).
Roles of adhesion molecules in ENC cell migration.
Extracellular matrix (ECM) and cell–cell adhesion molecules
(CAMs) have long been known to be fundamental to NC morpho-
genesis (Erickson and Perris, 1993).
Extracellular matrix molecules and their receptors
ENC cells have many potential ECM substrates for locomotion,
guidance and signaling, such as ﬁbronectin (FN), tenascin-C (TNC),
laminins, collagens and proteoglycans (Fujimoto et al., 1989;
Bolcato-Bellemin et al., 2003; Breau et al., 2009; Nagy et al.,
2009; Simon-Assmann et al., 1995). These could act as permissiveFig. 2. Changes in the ECM adhesion receptor repertoire of ENC cells modulate their colo
mice at E16.5, the midgut (a) and distal colon (c) are colonized by ENS cells, whereas whe
the distal colon is not colonized (d). (Image: M. Breau).adhesive pathways while others could restrict movement. In vitro
studies of mouse ENS cells suggest FN plays the former role and
TNC the latter (Breau et al., 2009). ECM components do not seem
to deﬁne the layer or the chain structure preferred by early
migrating ENC cells but the later ganglia occupy a border deﬁned
structurally and by CAMs and ECM (Newgreen and Hartley, 1995).
ENC cells express integrin superfamily cell-ECM adhesion
receptors especially those with the β1 chain (Bixby et al., 2002;
Breau et al., 2006; Kruger et al., 2003). Recently, mice lacking β1-
integrins in NC cells have been engineered with Cre-LoxP technol-
ogy using the human tissue plasminogen activator promoter for
lineage targeting (Pietri et al., 2003). These cells colonized the
midgut (Fig. 2a and b) similarly to normal, in a low FN and TNC
ECM environment (Breau et al., 2009). In normal mouse there is a
moderate temporary loss of chain formation as ENC cells enter the
cecum (Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2005) but the mutants exhib-
ited a major migratory defect at this point (Breau et al., 2009)
leading to aganglionosis of the colon (Fig. 2c and d) resembling
Hirschsprung disease. Depletion of β1-integrin in ENC cells dis-
turbed chain formation, decreased the speed, persistence and
directionality of movement in the cecum and hindgut where the
ECM is enriched in FN and TNC, and led to aggregation. β1-
integrins were required to overcome TNC-mediated inhibition of
ENC adhesion and stimulate FN-mediated ENC migration (Breau
et al., 2009). β1-integrin signaling is structurally and functionally
linked to the actin motility machinery, and this is regulated in ENC
through Phactr4 and PP1 activities (Zhang and Niswander, 2012).
As ENC cells migrate distally, wavefront cells encounter an
increasingly mature microenvironment. Experimentally, older
intestinal microenvironment slows ENC occupation of the mouse
hindgut (Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2009; Hotta et al., 2009)
though whether this slowing is due to age-related changes in
ECM is unclear.Cell–cell adhesion molecules
The surfaces of gut mesenchyme cells, endothelial cells and other
ENS cells could also act as motile substrates, based on adhesion via
CAMs. Mouse ENC cells show an afﬁnity for mesoderm cells, made1 mm 
1 mm 
nization of the developing gut. ENC are revealed by Xgal staining in blue. In control
n ENC cells lack β1-integrins, the midgut is colonized (b) in a disorganized way and
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(Breau et al., 2009). The homophilic CAM N-cadherin is expressed by
both ENC cells and by ENS neurons (Breau et al., 2006; Gaidar et al.,
1998; Hackett-Jones et al., 2011; Nagy et al., 2012). Genetic deletion of
N-cadherin speciﬁcally from mouse NC cells reduced intercellular
adhesion of ENS cells in cell culture assays, but in gut tissue this had
surprisingly little effect on ENC migration. However when examined
in detail, loss of N-cadherin in ENC cells changed their directionality of
movement subtly; the cells tended to move more circumferentially
(Broders-Bondon et al., 2012). It could be hypothesized that loss of
N-cadherin-mediated cell–cell adhesion means the direction of ENC
cell motility becomes dominated by ECM and its increasingly circum-
ferential orientation.
The Ig superfamily homophilic CAM NCAM has important roles
in neural and mesoderm cell adhesion. NCAM cannot be detected
by antibody labeling in early migratory avian ENC cells (Hackett-
Jones et al., 2011), but it appears as neurons differentiate (Gaidar
et al., 1998; Mirsky et al., 1986; Newgreen and Hartley, 1995). Gut
mesoderm cells of the mouse express NCAM, but this is reported
to occur after the initial colonization phase (Faure et al., 2007).
L1CAM (termed Ng-CAM in Aves) is related to NCAM, and the
gene is mutated in some Hirschsprung patients with X-linked
hydrocephalus (Okamoto et al., 2004), and it acts as a modiﬁer for
Hirschsprung-associated genes like Sox10, ednrb and edn3
(Wallace and Anderson, 2011). L1CAM is expressed transiently by
early migrating ENC (Anderson et al., 2006; Hackett-Jones et al.,
2011; Nagy et al., 2012; Thiery et al., 1985) and later reappears
during ENS neuron differentiation and axon extension (Turner
et al., 2009). Soluble L1CAM extracellular domain competitively
inhibits cell surface L1CAM adhesive interactions. When adminis-
tered to mouse hindgut organ cultures during early colonization,
this reagent decreased ENC intercellular adhesion, as shown by
break-up of ENC cell chains, and slowed (but did not totally
prevent) migration (Anderson et al., 2006).Conclusions on the roles of ECM and CAMs for ENC cell migration
It is clear that β1-integrins and their ECM ligands are necessary
in a general sense for complete ENC cell migration and ENS
formation. The preference of early migrating ENC cells for a
narrow layer in the gut mesoderm cannot be assigned to obvious
layers of ECM (or CAM) molecules or combination of molecules
(Newgreen and Hartley, 1995). The surprising colonization up to
the midgut in the absence of these integrins in mouse mutants
correlates with low FN (and TNC), and suggests alternative
adhesive substrates, possible mesodermal cells themselves, must
exist here (Breau et al., 2009). Migrating ENC cells make repeated
transient adhesive contacts with other ENC cells, yet regarding the
major CAMs (cadherin and NCAM), there is little evidence that
they grossly inﬂuencing ENC cell migration. However, it was
concluded by Anderson et al. (2006) that L1CAM has a role in
the transient adhesions between ENC cells in motile chains, and
that this chain formation makes movement more efﬁcient, but
how this occurs is not yet understood.ENC cell proliferation during colonization of the intestine
Mitosis has been observed in migrating ENC cells (Druckenbrod
and Epstein, 2005; Young et al., 2004). In chorio-allantoic mem-
brane grafts of aneural intestinal regions supplied with vagal NC or
ENC cells, the ﬁnal ENS density resembles the norm for that
intestinal region, despite differences in progenitor cell number at
the start and despite great growth of the intestinal tissue (Zhang
et al., 2010). It has been concluded that ENS cell number rises viaproliferation up to a cell density set by the intestinal tissue. This
phenomenon, termed logistical growth, could result from con-
sumption of any resource vital for the cells.
Typically in the nervous system there is a numerical overshoot
of neurons followed by paring back by programmed cell death to
match the neuron number with the size of the ﬁeld to be
innervated. A source-and-sink model with competition for trophic
resources underlies this (Barde, 1989). However, this tactic is not
followed by the ENS; instead proliferation ramps up ENS cell
numbers until the capacity level is reached. The absence of cell
death in the ENS may simply arise because of the low initiating NC
progenitor population and the enormous ﬁnal population size.
Role of growth factors in ENC cell proliferation
Candidates for a trophic resource are growth factors produced by
the surrounding tissues, with ENC cells acting as a sink. GDNF via RET
tyrosine kinase receptor is one of the most important signaling
pathways in ENS development. Consistent with the logistical growth
model (i) GDNF is produced by gut mesoderm cells (Suvanto et al.,
1996), (ii) in GDNF+/ mice the ENS density is reduced at all intestinal
regions at all stages (Flynn et al., 2007; Gianino et al., 2003), (iii) with
mutations that constitutively activate RET (MEN2B-type mutations)
there may be enteric hyperganglionosis (Takahashi et al., 1999) and
(iv) ENS-derived cells, particularly early stage ENS cells, show a
proliferative response to GDNF in vitro (Hearn et al., 1998). However
sustained mitogenic responses require insulin-like signaling at the
same time (Focke et al., 2003), mediated via a PI-3-K pathway (Focke
et al., 2001; Srinivasan et al., 2005).Mathematical models of colonization and their emergent
properties
The intrinsic cell properties discussed above are expressed as
“rules” which can be implemented in a mathematical formulation.
We illustrate how the mathematical models (both continuum and
probabilistic cellular automata) can be used to develop ideas on
how these local rules combine to control ENS morphogenesis at a
system level. As part of this, we will also outline how deviations
from these rules may result in dysmorphogenesis of the types
described above. These arguments support the view that the ENS
is self-organizing at the local level; with no “grand plan”.Deducing rules from intrinsic cell properties: Continuum and
cellular automata models
Key features from the above observations which must be exhib-
ited in a basic model are the stereotyped directional colonization by
the ENC population, contrasting with the apparently random move-
ment at the cell level. The key proliferative feature to be accounted
for is logistical growth. We propose two general rules of colonization
of the gut by ENC agents. (Note: we use the term agents to denote
the modeled cells). In addition, because cells are physical entities, we
can include an exclusion processes: put simply, two agents cannot
occupy the same space. In the initial model, adhesion is an overall
permissive quality and unnecessary to be included explicitly; but
adhesion will be introduced later for chain migration and for gang-
lion formation. We can also approximate the ﬁeld of movement to
two-dimensions, simplifying modeling:
Basic rules for colonization by ENC agents (see Fig. 3).
(i) Motility rule, whereby an ENC agent has equal probability of
moving a unit step in any direction (an unbiased random walk)
(ii) Proliferation rule, whereby mitosis occurs in ENC agents during
migration, but the proliferation rate decreases to zero as the ENC
D.F. Newgreen et al. / Developmental Biology 382 (2013) 305–319 309agent density increases to a preferred cell density, called the
carrying capacity (this describes logistical growth).






has anThese rules can be encapsulated in two types of mathematical
models. One type is a continuous description, whereby the ENC
agent density is governed by a partial differential equation that
takes into account diffusion-like movement, and logistic growth
(Fig. 3a). This gives a population-level description. To obtain an
individual-level description, favored by biologists, agent-based
models, such as cellular automata (CA) models are most useful
(Fig. 3b). Such models assign probabilities to agent movement and
proliferation (Simpson et al., 2006, 2007a).
Progressive invasion wave: An emergent property
The continuum model generates a directional invasion wave
(Fig. 4a), as does the CA model (Fig. 4b–d) but the latter has the
advantage of revealing details below the population level that can
be veriﬁed biologically by cell labeling. In CA models it can be seen
that the speed and directionality of individual ENC agents is not
predictable. The interplay of these simple rules has considerable
explanatory power when modeled, and when tested experimen-
tally (Simpson et al., 2007b). Although expected, the directional
colonization is an emergent property since directionality was not
speciﬁcally encoded in the rules. However, a number of other
unexpected properties have also emerged which have helped in
interpreting the roles of the Hirschsprung disease genes, and
indeed led to a re-evaluation of the disease. The formulation of
testable but not intuitive predictions is a major advantage in
mathematical modeling.Linear diffusion    
NC cell density 
time 
distance along gut prolifer
Rules for the occupation of the gut by ENC agents. (a) Continuum model rules in w
the intestine is governed by the diffusion-like drift (in this case linear) of ENC ag
ction (proliferation) at a set rate λ. Note that when the value of C reaches carryin
on a square lattice in which ENC movement is equiprobable on all four direction
ent term outlined in red in a). At a set rate ENC agents can proliferate with progen
effect similar to the production term outlined in green in a). The outcome of theFrontal expansion: An emergent property
These rules were tested in continuum and CA models and in
biological experiments by labeling the ENC cell population (either
the entire population or sub-regions) and tracking the migrating
cells/agents. Both models predict ﬁrst that colonization will be
inefﬁcient while the ENC agents are below carrying capacity
because newly produced agents merely relocate within the origi-
nal occupied zone (Fig. 4b and c). Attainment of carrying capacity
then leads to a disproportionate relocation of agents to previously
unoccupied territory as an invasion wave (Fig. 4d). The CA version
of the model predicts that there will be stochastic noise around
the attainment of carrying capacity (Fig. 4c and d). Both models
also predict frontal ENC agents will make the greatest contribution
to further colonization. The front ENC cells and their daughter cells
will on average advance faster than those behind the front, and
they will proliferate more than those behind the front (at least in
non-growing gut scenarios). In short, the frontal cell sub-
population occupies more space more rapidly than otherwise
identical rearguard cells (Fig. 4e).
These mathematical predictions have been validated experimen-
tally in organ cultures of gut with labeled ENC cells (Nishiyama et al.,
2012; Simpson et al., 2007b), and have also been found in other NC
migrations (Kulesa et al., 2008). This scheme places great weight on
ENC proliferation as being the engine of colonization.Colonization of distal intestine by trans-mesenteric ENC: An emergent
property
In the mouse and human, the embryonic midgut and hindgut
form a U-shape with a short connecting mesentery. Mouse intestine
organ cultures with photoconvertible ﬂuorophore labeling of mouse
ENC cells has revealed that as the wavefront advances in the midgut,Logistic production 
carrying capacity 
proportion of  
carrying capacity ation rate 
hich the change in ENC agent density C with any time increment dt in any region χ
ents into and out of the region plus the generation of new ENC agents by logistic
g capacity Cmax, all change in C becomes entirely due to diffusion-like drift. (b) CA
s as long as the site of placement is not occupied (this has an effect similar to the
y placed adjacently at random, as long as the site of placement is not occupied (this









Fig. 4. Simulations of the occupation of the gut by ENC agents. (a) A continuum model with diffusion-like movement and proliferation of ENC agents (dark blue trace) up to a
set carrying capacity Cmax (dark blue arrow). This generates a directional wave (light blue arrow) of colonization. (b)–(d) CA model of ENC agent (red) occupation of the gut
ﬁeld (yellow). Dark blue line represents the density of ENC agents, and the dark blue arrows indicate the nominal carrying capacity Cmax. ENC agents are initially placed at
density below Cmax. Colonization of unoccupied gut is negligible until local ENC agent density rises by proliferation to approach Cmax. After this the ENC agents colonize the
gut as a directional wave. Stochastic variation of movement and proliferation means that, in a CA simulation, the achieved density C varies continually around Cmax, unlike
the agent density in the continuum model. (Images: M. Simpson). (e) Arbitrarily color coding regions of the ENC agent population shows that the front phalanx of ENC agents
expands by proliferation to colonize the remaining unoccupied gut ﬁeld (yellow). Two frontal ENC agents are labeled blue; their descendants form compact clones which in
this particular simulation have merged. (Image: B. Binder) (f) In a partially colonized gut ﬁeld (as for Fig. 4e), two frontal ENC agents are labeled blue (top panel); and
migration and proliferation proceed under the basic conditions until the ﬁeld is fully colonized. With identical stating conditions, stochastic variation in agent motility and
proliferation results later in widely varying clonal outcomes. Some clones are moderate sizes (2nd panel) but some huge clones occur (3rd panel), as do clones with minimal
or no expansion (bottom panel). This enormous range of clone sizes is an emergent property of this model that has not yet been investigated biologically. (Image: B. Binder).
(g) The gut mesenchyme agent ﬁeld (yellow) can be coded to grow in CA models. Individual mesenchyme agents in each row ((g), top) are chosen at random to divide
(orange) with daughter cell placed one site distal (to the right). In this way the gut ﬁeld ((g), bottom) elongates by one column per division cycle. (h) ENC agents on this
growing ﬁeld still show frontal expansion (red agents) as in non-growing ﬁelds (see Fig. 4e) but there is considerable population expansion behind the wavefront and mixing
of ENC agents (green, black ENC agents). In addition, ENC clones (blue agents) do not remain compact when the ﬁeld is growing. (Image: B. Binder).
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in the midgut stray across the mesentery and enter the uncolonized
hindgut. These cells then expand disproportionately in number and
spread rostral and caudal, as predicted by the frontal expansionhypothesis, so that much of the colon comes to be occupied by the
descendants of these trans-mesenteric cells (Nishiyama et al., 2012).
If trans-mesenteric colonization occurs in human embryos, it is
possible to imagine how the rare zonal and skip segment variants
D.F. Newgreen et al. / Developmental Biology 382 (2013) 305–319 311of Hirschsprung disease (O'Donnell and Puri, 2010) might arise: this
is ripe for modeling to investigate its feasibility.
Clonal heterogeneity: An emergent property
An emergent property of the CA model is that, despite a
uniformity of outcome at the population level, a few initiating
ENC agents make a disproportionately large and spatially unpre-
dictable contribution to the ﬁnal ENS. This arises because of the
stochastic nature of movement and proliferation choices of each cell
agent (Fig. 4f). This prediction is testable; it is important to establish
how cell division occurs, how variable it is and its symmetric or
asymmetric nature because this will place restrictions on how we
imagine multi-lineage differentiation must occur in the ENS.
Absence of Hirschsprung disease in silico: A failure of modeling
Varying the parameters of these models never resulted in a
failure to complete colonization although the time required to
colonize fully could be increased by decreasing the proliferation
rate of ENC agents.
Models with gut growth: Broad similarities and detailed differences
During normal formation of the ENS the gut elongates drama-
tically (Binder et al., 2008), driven by proliferation of the mesench-
yme cells. This was incorporated in CA models:
Rules for gut growth (see Fig. 4g)
i) Field elongation rule, whereby gut mesoderm agents proliferate
and daughter agents are placed longitudinally (ie. proximo-
distally). This is modeled in CA by randomly selecting a
mesoderm agent in each row to divide with daughter agents
placed adjacent in the same row, thereby lengthening the row by
one agent.
ii) Carriage rule, whereby an ENC agent occupying a mesoderm
agent site which moves due to a mesoderm proliferation event, is
carried distally with that mesoderm agent.Rearguard proliferation and dispersed clones: Emergent properties
The same models, but with gut growth (Fig. 4g), predict that
frontal expansion is still the main means of colonization (Fig. 4h)
but, compared to scenarios without gut growth, there is greater
rearguard ENC agent growth. This has been observed biologically
(Young et al., 2005). In the CA model, this occurs because of new
unoccupied gut-space, due to increased numbers of gut mesench-
yme agents. However, since gut mesenchyme cells are the source
of ENC cell growth factors (eg. GDNF) (Suvanto et al., 1996), space
in the model could be regarded as a surrogate for growth factor
availability.
The constant creation of exploitable gut-space means there will be
far greater mixing of ENC agents, and looser clones (Fig. 4h), and the
unpredictable variation in clone sizes and positions is actually
ampliﬁed. While not being strictly tracking of clones, biological
tracking of the descendants of small numbers of vagal NC cells, which
were marked by genome-integrating GFP constructs, has revealed
enormous and unpredictable numerical and positional variability of
daughter cells in the ENS (Binder et al., 2012).
Hirschsprung disease in silico: An emergent property
This model with gut growth predicts that a subnormal rate of
proliferation of ENC agents will lead to incomplete colonization.
In effect the ENC agents cannot catch up with the distal end of the
gut ﬁeld as it recedes by elongation. The notion that Hirschsprung
disease could be the result of proliferation reduction rather than a
defect of cell migration is a unifying hypothesis for most of the
known Hirschsprung genes (Landman et al., 2007).Monozygotic twin discordancy: An emergent property
At some intermediate reduction of ENC agent proliferation rate,
running the identical CA model repeatedly gives some outcomes
with failure to complete colonization (that is, “Hirschsprung
disease”), and other outcomes with full ENS colonization. Thus, a
purely stochastic difference between success and failure is an
emergent property under certain conditions. We propose that this
is a real phenomenon and could contribute to the incomplete
penetrance and variable expressivity (length of aganglionosis) in
human Hirschsprung disease, where even monozygotic twins may
be discordant for the condition (Jung, 1995). We propose that such
conditions occur around the cusp of haploinsufﬁciency for RET.Cellular automata models that reproduce chain migration
There are descriptive deﬁciencies in this basic model: the rules so
far describe the advance of a disorderly mob of ENC agents. This is
similar to NC behavior in two-dimensional culture (Newgreen et al.,
1979). These formulations never reproduce the elegant chain migra-
tion (Fig. 1c) seen in gut tissue (Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2005, 2007;
Young et al., 2004). We and others (Cox, 2011; Landman et al., 2011)
have introduced several models that reproduce the essential features
of the previous model but also produce stable chains made up of
unstable cells. This required additional features, but which are
consistent with the biological evidence. We discuss two variants here;
both rely on many common properties, and they are not mutually
exclusive. Chain migration in cranial NC cells has also been modeled
recently with many features common to those outlined below
(McLennan et al., 2012; Wynn et al., 2012).
Chains based on cell–axon interactions
In addition to the motility and proliferation rules discussed above,
ENC agents differentiate into neuron agents which, like biological
neurons, have diminished motility and proliferation, and which
generate motile axons. These additional events can also be assigned
probabilities. In this model there are four agent types: ENC agents,
neuron agents, growth cone agents (which are motile) and axon shaft
agents (which lengthen but are otherwise immotile). Biological
correlates of these events have been described (Hao et al., 2009;
Young et al., 2005). This was encoded in CA format as follows:
Rules for differentiation and axon guidance
i) Differentiation rule, whereby individual ENC agents differentiate
into non-proliferative and non-motile enteric neuron agents
stochastically, at a set population frequency.
ii) Axon production rule, whereby neuron agents project an axon
that is stable over time and whose course reﬂects the trajectory
of its growth cone.
iii) Axon movement and guidance rule, whereby growth cone
movement has similar rules to that of ENC agents, except that
axons cannot turn directly back along their own axon.Biologically, CAMs of NC-derived cells and axons (Hackett-Jones
et al., 2011; Nagy et al., 2012; Thiery et al., 1985) provide adhesive
mechanisms for their association. Guidance of cells by axons for
intestinal colonization is not a new idea (Kuntz, 1922) and the
intimate relationship of axons and ENC cells at the wavefront in
mouse embryo colon is illustrated by Hao and Young (2009). This
was encoded into the model:
Rules for ENC movement on axons
i) Cell contact (axon-related) rule, whereby ENC agents
encountering an axon, prefer to move onto the axon.
ii) Cell-axon interaction rule, whereby ENC agents are biased to
remain in contact with any axon they encounter.
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movement is biased to follow an axon, but is not directionally






e oChain migration: An emergent property
Application of these rules produced the chain migration pat-
tern which appeared realistic both statically and dynamically, and
it still preserved the frontal expansion mode of colonization and
the unpredictable paths of ENC agents (Fig. 5a–d). An additional
property also emerged: lacunae between ENS chains were increas-
ingly bisected by new chains so the chain network became more
dense and complex. This had already been observed in biological
examples (Young et al., 2004).
Distal projecting axons: A failure of the model
When observed in detail, at times axons were found projecting
distal to the front of ENC agents (Fig. 5e). Discussions with Dr
Hideki Enomoto and his group suggested that this feature was
unrealistic. In order to bind the growth cone advance to the ENC
cell front, we modiﬁed this model by coding the following:
Rules uniting ENC agents and growth cone agents
i) Chemotaxis rule, whereby growth cones and ENC cells respond
chemotactically to the same factors produced by the gut (see
GDNF-bead attraction assays (Young et al., 2001).
ii) Gradient formation rule, whereby ENC cells consume this factor
(consumption is already invoked to produce logistical growth; see
above).Chain migration: An emergent property (modiﬁed version)
These rules establish a chemotactic factor gradient across the
ENC front, and means that each growth cone's course at the front
tends to be directly caudal, up the steepest factor gradient. The
caudal direction and relative straightness of early ENS axons had
already been noted (Hao et al., 2009; Newgreen and Hartley, 1995).Frontal 
. CA models with chain migration features. (a) and (b) Cylindrical scheme of ENC ag
duced chain migration and preserved the frontal expansion phenomenon. (c) and
agents indicated by arrows in (c) showed (d) unpredictably variable trajectories. (
ccasional axonal growth cone (white arrows) at the wavefront leading the ENC agDistal to the ENC agent population front, the chemotactic factor
level remains high and uniform, so directionally efﬁcient growth
cone movement is compromised. The effect of this is to position-
ally and directionally tie the growth cone front to the ENC front.
This unity of ENC cell and growth cone movement has been
demonstrated by experimentally reversing the direction of colo-
nization (Young et al., 2002).
Chains based on cell–cell interactions
Few or no enteric neurons and axons exist at the wavefront in
the avian ENS, yet the ENC cells still form dynamic chains
(Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2005; Epstein et al., 1991). Likewise
in cranial NC cell chains, axons are absent (Kulesa and Fraser,
2000). Thus the above axon-based model cannot be always
applied. We therefore proposed rules based on cell interactions:
Rules for ENC movement
i) Cell movement rule, whereby ENC agents prefer to move to sites
which have previously been visited by other ENC agents (a
reinforced random walk).
ii) Cell repulsive movement rule, whereby movement of an ENC









tsThere are several candidate mechanisms for cells performing a
reinforced walk: e.g. cells locally depositing attractive or adhesive
cues, locally depleting repulsive cues or altering the ECM. NC cells
produce proteases capable of altering their local environment (Cai
and Brauer, 2002; Menoud et al., 1989), and changes in ECM have
been observed after the passage of NC cells (Brauer et al., 1985).
Such a bias, unchecked, eventually produces agent aggregation.
Therefore to counter this, a mutually repulsive ENC interaction
must also be included. A basis for such a behavior could be contact
inhibition of locomotion. Contact inhibition is a subtle phenom-
enon: it involves initial contact attraction/adhesion, local paralysis
at the point of contact and stimulation of locomotion in a directionansion 
(coded green, yellow and blue) advancing in association with axons (red). This
lattened views of ENC agent pathways show that agents (2 groups of 6 color-
unrealistic feature that emerged in the initial cell-axon interaction model was
(green). These simulations used a hexagonal lattice. (Images: A. Fernando).
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This has been observed in NC-derived cells in vitro (Erickson,
1985; Gooday and Thorogood, 1985; Newgreen et al., 1979) and
in vivo (Bard and Hay, 1975; Carmona-Fontaine et al., 2008).
Along with these rules, behind the front we also imposed the
rules for ENC movement on axons and for ENC differentiation and
axon guidance, as previously described. Absence of axons at the
wavefront was achieved by omitting neuronal differentiation, or,
more realistically, by imposing it more slowly.
Chain migration: An emergent property of cell interactions
Behind the wavefront, the resulting chain migration patterns
are largely indistinguishable from the previous model. However at
the wavefront there are signiﬁcant differences. As intended, there
is a scarcity of neuronal and axonal agents at the front in this
model, but there are more isolated ENC agents than in the axon-
based chain migration model (Landman et al., 2011).
In summary, both models predict an emerging ENS network
structure although with subtle differences (Landman et al., 2011).
Here we have discussed the two models separately, representing
the rodent and avian archetypes. We suggest that the two
mechanisms are both active in both animal models, but the
apparent difference arises due to the relative difference in timing




Fig. 6. ENS cells re-organise to form a geometric array of ganglia and connecting
tracts. YFP (green) reveals genetically marked ENS cells in wholemount of the
mouse midgut at post-natal day 20. Neurons (Hu, red) and glial cells (BLBP, blue)
cells associate in a pattern that is set early in development. (Image: Jun Lei).Ganglionic morphogenesis of the enteric nervous system
Cell movement, proliferation and differentiation
in ENS gangliogenesis
The formation of multiple small ganglia occurs gradually from
the chain migration phase of ENC cells, and simultaneously the
ENC cells also differentiate into neurons (Fig. 1c). Neurons can be
identiﬁed by a number of markers including Hu and PGP9.5, and
by simultaneous loss of the Sox10 marker. Axons can be detected
by expression of neuroﬁlament, β3-tubulin (Tuj1) and NAPA73
(E/C8). The glial cells can be recognized by expression of GFAP,
S100b, BLBP (or BFABP) and Sox10 (Young et al., 2003). There is no
shortage of useful biomarkers for the ENS, however distinguishing
endogenous ENS progenitor cells from glial cells is still a problem.
Neurons appear at ﬁrst individually and later in clusters
(Hackett-Jones et al., 2011). The proportion of neurons rapidly
rises (Flynn et al., 2007): in the mouse midgut this rises from
about 4% of all ENS cells at E10.5 to 24% at E12.5 and to 45% at
E14.5. In the avian embryo midgut, the proportion of neurons rises
rapidly from almost zero E4.5 and by E6 stabilizes to about 55% of
all the NC-derived cells despite great increases in both the total
number of neural cells and their density of distribution during this
period (Hackett-Jones et al., 2011).
In addition to the aggregation of cells into ganglia and the
production of new neurons by differentiation of ENC cells, a
segregation of the neurons from non-neurons (glial and progenitor
cells) evolves. In the avian ENS at midgut level for example, over
the period of E5 to E8 the neurons come to lie central in each
ganglion with non-neurons as a shell (Hackett-Jones et al., 2011).
These ganglia are joined by ﬁbers with attendant cells, presumably
glia, connecting adjacent ganglia. The pattern so produced is
roughly triangular (Fig. 1d).
In the embryonic rodent midgut there is also segregation of
neurons during early morphogenesis but the pattern is somewhat
different. From E11.5 the neural cells initially form an increasingly
dense lattice on the surface of the future circular muscle layer.
By E14.5–15.5 the neurons have begun to coalesce into elongate
groups or “ribs” that align with the future muscle cells and ECM,
and intrude centripetally between the muscle cells. By E18.5 theENS appears as a series of parallel neuron-rich ribs (Fig. 2a, Fig. 6)
(Lei and Howard, 2011). This leaves the non-neurons, mostly glial
cells, in contact with the neurons but tending to occupy the
original more superﬁcial site. Coursing between these elongate
ganglia, and at right-angles to them (that is, roughly longitudinal),
are bundles of nerve ﬁbers and glial cells, giving the network a
distinct rectangular pattern (Fig. 6).
Ganglionation occurs in vivo and also in gut grafts to the avian
chorio-allantoic membrane (Zhang et al., 2010) and to the rodent
renal capsule (Young et al., 1998) where growth of the gut is rapid.
Similar ganglionation is also seen in the ENS in organ culture, even
though gut growth is minimal (Hearn et al., 1999; Simpson et al.,
2007b). It is perhaps surprising that ﬁeld growth has such little
effect on ENS morphogenesis and patterning, and this insensitivity
to expansion of the underlying ﬁeld must be one property that
emerges in any attempt at modeling gangliogenesis.Cell–cell and cell-ECM adhesion changes in ENS gangliogenesis
Immunoreactivity to N-cadherin of avian ENS neurons and
non-neuronal cells increases with development (Hackett-Jones
et al., 2011; Nagy et al., 2012) suggesting a gradual increase in
cadherin-based adhesion in all ENS cells in vivo. This may be
important in ENS cell aggregation, as it is in sympathetic gang-
lionation (Kasemeier-Kulesa et al., 2006). The sorting out of avian
neuronal and non-neuronal ENS cell lineages in vivo strongly
suggests that ENS neurons have greater cohesivity compared to
ENS glial and progenitor cells (Hackett-Jones et al., 2011).
Consistent with this, NCAM immunoreactivity is markedly higher
in avian ENS neurons than in non-neuronal cells and appears
slightly earlier than neuronal aggregation. Expression of NCAM is
under the control of BMPs expressed by surrounding mesenchyme
(Faure et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2006) and promotes aggregation of
ENS neurons into ganglia. In functional assays, avian ENS cells
isolated by FACS and allowed to aggregate in rotating assays
(Takeichi, 1977) form uniform sized aggregates with central
neurons and peripheral non-neurons (Fig. 7a and b), reminiscent
of avian ENS ganglia in vivo, and cementing the idea that neurons
are more cohesive than ENC cells (Rollo and Zhang, unpublished).
Modeling of these properties (Fig. 7c and d) is described in more
detail later.
At the same time as ENS ganglia commence aggregation, the
nearby gut mesenchyme ECM (Newgreen and Hartley, 1995) and
cells become increasingly concentrically oriented as smooth mus-
cle layers appear (Duband et al., 1993). In the mouse midgut, the
co-alignment of the rib-like ENS ganglia and the ECM is consistent
with an inﬂuence of ECM on ENS morphogenesis via contact
guidance.
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Guilt-by-association and in vitro evidence suggest that chan-
ging levels of cell–cell adhesion molecules play an important role
in ENS ganglion aggregation and ganglion internal structure,
compared to their postulated minor part in ENC cell migration.
In contrast, the contributions of cell-ECM adhesions to ganglion
aggregation per se may be less dramatic than their role in
migration. The level of β1-integrin mRNA in mouse ENS declines
(Breau et al., 2006; Watanabe et al., 2013) suggesting a gradual
decline in ECM adhesion. The role of cell-ECM adhesion may
include sculpting the form of the ENS ganglia and the neural
network; this is discussed further in relation to the mutant mice.
Variations in the basic ENS ganglionation pattern: Lessons from mice
The model outlined above is enacted between ENS cells on a
uniform ﬁeld, but in reality the microenvironment is rich in other
cells and ECM. Observations in mice point to important interactions
between these and the ENS cells in the process of ganglionation.General failure of gangliogenesis: NC-speciﬁc deletion of Hand2
Deletion of the basic helix-loop-helix DNA-binding protein
Hand2 in enteric neural precursor cells using a Nestin-Cre line of
driver mice results in offspring which die around P20 due to
gastrointestinal defects (Lei and Howard, 2011). Hand2 is lost in
cells that at any stage expressed the neuron precursor molecule
Nestin. There is no ENC cell migration defect in these mice but
gangliogenesis is impaired, and the ENS network continues to
resemble the ENS of an earlier stage. This mutation suggests
genetic component(s) to ENS patterning and cell differentiation
that is independent of ENC cell migration.
The myenteric ENS network (Fig. 8a) becomes thicker and
retains more neurons in the mutants (Fig. 8c), and the deeper
coherent rib-like circumferential ganglia (Fig. 8b) fail to form
properly (Fig. 8d). Our initial conclusion was that neural network
patterning was most affected by cell numbers as there were
signiﬁcant defects in proliferation (Hendershot et al., 2007) whichFig. 7. ENS cells re-organise and aggregate experimentally and in models. (a) Spheri
aggregation assays. (b) Confocal immunoﬂuorescent labeling reveals that in clusters, n
green) peripherally, suggesting a cell–cell adhesive difference. Nuclei of all cells are lab
sorting behavior of randomly distributed ENC agents (blue) and neurons (red) under dif
cohesion of neurons (high, 8) and ENC cells (low, 1) leads to neuronal aggregates with co
different absolute levels (6:3 and 8:4) gives varying degrees of aggregation with central
range of parameters, shown here by varying the neuron to ENC cell ratio and the totalaffected both cell numbers and the differentiation of ENC cells into
neurons. Interestingly, it appears that not only cell numbers but
the distribution of glial cells and expression of CAM and ECM
molecules contribute to, or parallel, the neural network patterning
defect in Hand2 mutant mice.
We have postulated above that intercellular adhesion of ENS
cells, mediated by CAMS like N-cadherin and/or NCAM, inﬂuence
ganglionation (Fig. 7). In the Hand2 mutant ENS there is a
substantial increase in the level of polysialic acid (PSA)–NCAM
(Howard, unpublished observation) (Fig. 8a–d). Addition of PSA
reduces cell adhesion (Johnson et al., 2005), and this is not
restricted to NCAM homophilic adhesion but also extends to
adhesions mediated by other cell and ECM adhesion molecules
(Acheson et al., 1991). This could impair the processes needed for
ganglion formation (Fu et al., 2006; Faure et al., 2007) and result in
the observed looser association between the ENS cells.
The ENS of Nestin-targeted Hand2 deletion mice has other
defects of organization. Glial cells in the mutant ENS associate
primarily with the neuron somata compared to the ﬁber network
(Lei and Howard, 2011). Paralleling the aberrant glial cell distribu-
tion, the mutant ENS has an increase in randomly arrayed nerve
ﬁbers, so that the rectangular ENS pattern is degraded. It remains
unclear whether the disarrayed ﬁber tracts reﬂect changes in
adhesion (increase: axon-microenvironment) or fasciculation
(decrease: axon–axon) cues. However, the increase in PSA-NCAM
that we observe in the ﬁbers compared to the neurons may
contribute to the lack of fasciculation.
The ENS of Nestin-targeted Hand2 deletion mice lack nitrergic
neurons (Lei and Howard, 2011). These are a quantitatively
important sub-type (Sang and Young, 1996) and among the ﬁrst
neurons to differentiate. They project the ﬁrst axons that extend
longitudinally (caudally) along the intestine (Sang et al., 1997;
Young et al., 2002). It could be proposed that absence of these
neurons and hence of their axons may disturb the structuring of
the ganglia and the axons generated subsequently, contributing to
the ganglion and nerve ﬁber disarray. In addition, Li et al. (2011)
have proposed that early differentiating serotonergic neurons, via
axonal contacts, modulate the differentiation and survival of later-cal clusters form from dissociated ENS cells from quail embryo gut in standard
eurons (HuC/D+ cytoplasm, red) segregate centrally, with ENC cells (SoxE+ nuclei,
eled blue with DAPI. Scale a,b¼50 μm. (Images: D. Zhang, B. Rollo). (c) Simulated
ferent relative and absolute cohesion conditions. Large relative difference between
ntinuously motile ENC cells. A lower relative difference of cohesion (N:ENC 2:1) but
neurons and peripheral ENC agents. (d) Ganglion-like aggregation is robust over a










Fig. 8. The organization of the ENS is disrupted in mutant mice, shown in mouse embryo gut wholemounts. (a)–(d) YFP (green) reveals genetically marked Nestin+ ENS cells
in myenteric plexus of E18 mouse embryonic colon. In the outer ENS lattice in wild-type mice, the ENS has few neurons (Hu, red). (The inset shows the position of confocal
section planes in relation to the ENS plexus for a–d). (b) In the same ﬁeld, neurons are found in the deeper rib-like ganglia. (c) In contrast the Hand2 mutant retains many
neurons in the outer lattice of ENS. (d) At the deeper layer, the Hand2mutant ENS cells fail to aggregate into ganglia, suggesting a deﬁcit in cell–cell adhesion. The expression
of PSA-NCAM in the ENS is more extensive in the mutant. (Image: Jun Lei). (e)–(g) The early ENS in mouse E14.5 midgut revealed with anti-β3-tubulin antibody (Tuj1, red).
(e) The ENS is a dense network organization in wild-type. (f) In mice with β1-integrin knocked out in ENC cells the ENS is more open. (g) When the ENC cells also lack N-
cadherin (double mutant) the ENS organization is partially rescued. (Image: F. Broders-Bondon).
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generalized to other neuron types, interference with differentia-
tion of nitrergic neurons could have powerful follow-on effects.
The effects of loss of the transcription factor Hand2 expression in
a subset of ENS cells has a morphological effect on the ENS that in
outline seems a simple failure to progress to higher level of
organization, but a molecular understanding of the direct and
indirect effects of this initiating genetic alteration will not be simple.Speciﬁc alterations of gangliogenesis: NC-speciﬁc deletion
of β1-integrin and N-cadherin
Deletion of β1-integrin in all NC cells causes a Hirschsprung-
like aganglionosis of the distal gut (Fig. 2d) and also a dysgenesis
of ganglion shape and distribution in the midgut (Fig. 2b, Fig. 8e).
In these mutants the ENS ganglia are bigger, more rounded and
more sparsely distributed (Breau et al., 2006), and the rectangular
ENS pattern is disturbed. Interestingly, the ENS pattern is not
chaotic, but it is different from normal since the mutant ENS
ganglia are connected in a rudely triangular network. When
assayed in vitro on ECM substrates the β1-integrin-null ENS cells
have relatively increased aggregation (Breau et al., 2009). This
suggests that the deletion has resulted in the mutant ENS cells
having the balance between cell–cell and cell-ECM adhesion
altered to favor the former, with organizational cues from the
ECM being disregarded.
In mice with NC-speciﬁc N-cadherin loss, the ENS ganglionic
network is scarcely affected. Surprisingly, in N-cadherin/β1-integrindouble mutant mice, morphometry (Broders-Bondon et al., 2012)
has shown that the re-organized ganglion network of the β1-
integrin-null ENS in vivo is to a degree rescued (Fig. 8g). This
rescue is consistent with the previous notion of adhesive balance,
and points to the importance of cooperation between these two
quite different adhesion systems. It is hard to escape the conclusion
that not only the levels of expression and function of adhesion
molecules but also the balance between cell–cell and cell-ECM
interactions are crucial during ENS morphogenesis (Broders-
Bondon et al., 2012). In accord with this, biophysical approaches
in other systems have revealed crosstalk between cadherin and
integrins to regulate cell adhesion strength and traction force at
focal adhesions (Jasaitis et al., 2012; Martinez-Rico et al., 2010;
Montero and Heisenberg, 2003; Weber et al., 2011).Mathematical models of ganglionic morphogenesis
and their emergent properties
The general properties that we wish to emerge in CA models of
avian ENS ganglion formation include: (1) Ganglia form progres-
sively; (2) Ganglia have both neurons and ENC cells; (3) Ganglionic
neurons assemble as a central core with peripheral ENC cells;
(4) Ganglia become roughly evenly spaced; (5) Ganglia become
roughly evenly sized; (6) Ganglia become relatively stable;
(7) Ganglia are similar in non-growing ﬁeld and growing-ﬁeld
situations.
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described models, we would include agent motility, proliferation,
and differentiation of ENC cell-agents into neuron-agents, the
latter having different proliferation properties (modeled for sim-
plicity as loss of proliferation). These would control the ﬁnal ratio
of neurons to ENC agents as well as the ﬁnal agent density. The
additional property to achieve agent aggregation most likely
involves cell adhesion (Steinberg, 2007; Townes and Holtfreter,
1955.). We proposed the following aggregation rules:
Rules of ENS cell aggregation
i) Adhesive capacity rule, whereby ENS agents have an adhesive
potential for their ENS neighbors.
ii) Adhesion differential rule, whereby this adhesive capacity is
greater for neuron agents than for ENC agents.
iii) Developmental stage rule, whereby the adhesive capacity
increases gradually in both neurons and ENC agents.
iv) Neighbor-sensing rule, whereby ENS agents survey their
immediate neighboring agents to detect adhesive opportunities.
v) Movement rule, whereby ENC and neuron movement is biased
towards an adjacent position that offers a more preferred
(higher) adhesive capacity.Gangliogenesis: An emergent property
Using these few properties, the CA model produced a self-
organizing ENS-like array of multiple small stable clusters, with
central neuron agents and peripheral ENC agents in each cluster
(Fig. 7c). Subtle variations in clustering were induced by altering
the ratio of adhesive potential of ENC and neuron agents, and by
altering the magnitude of adhesive potential.
Temporal gangliogenesis progression: An emergent property
During assembly of ENS agents, an intermediate stage is
marked by clustering of neuron agents with scattered ENC agents;
this is observed transiently in avian ENS gangliogenesis (Hackett-
Jones et al., 2011).
Stability of ganglia: An emergent property
Ganglion properties altered with parameter settings, so one con-
cern was that this ENS-like state would be unstable, existing only for a
small parameter range. In models, dependence on quantitative para-
meters can be tested by simply sweeping across a range of values. It
can easily be imagined that this might result in, for example, at low
adhesion values, failure to stably aggregate at all, ﬂipping suddenly to
super-aggregation into one or a few huge ganglia as adhesion is
increased. Such an unstable situation is unlikely to be realistic; most
biological systems are noted for resilience.
In fact the model showed considerable robustness over a range
of parameter values (Fig. 7d). In part this was because of an
emergent property of lower motility with increasing aggregate
size that retarded super-aggregation. Simultaneously, the assem-
bly at the periphery of clusters of ENC agents whose adhesive
potential is saturated also limited the size of clusters. The ganglion
patterns that emerged were essentially identical in static and
growing ﬁeld scenarios, in accord with biological observations.Deﬁciencies of the biological and mathematical
models: Future prospects
Colonization phase
Adhesion molecules are clearly of importance in ENC cell
colonization, but in our view the current data are little better than
lists of ECM and CAMs. Much greater spatial and temporaldescriptive detail is required to suggest roles and experiments to
test those roles, and to reﬁne models. Experimentally, we sum-
marized progress in targeting the functions of various adhesion
molecules in ENS development, but much detail remains to be
explored. The β1-integrin knockout mice for example have lost
function not in one, but in a sub-family of adhesion receptors.
Likewise N-cadherin inactivation in mouse NC cells leaves the role
of all other cadherins and all non-cadherin CAMs unexplored.
In the modeling of the colonization of the gut by ENS cells,
certain properties were proposed or inferred by comparison with
other biological examples and by indirect biological evidence, and
then simpliﬁed depictions were used. For example the CA models
show ENC agents as equipolar (or nonpolar) disks, whereas each
ENC cell exhibits a range of complex shapes and polarities which
change rapidly. In the models the displacement of each ENC agent
per time step was uniform, whereas the speed of each ENC cell
varies widely and rapidly. In addition, the ENS was modeled as
2-dimensional, and in vivo it is a narrow layer, but it is not strictly
a monolayer. These more complex states can in principal be
modeled but at a high cost in input imaging information and
output computational requirements. We think that these would
not change the model predictions in a fundamental way, but might
alter the details of colonization.
Logistical growth is one basis of the ENS colonization model,
but it and its molecular controls are not well established. We have
proposed that this is exerted through growth factor consumption,
but other factors – even physical space in the ENS layer – may be
consumed. Moreover we proposed that the growth factor is GDNF,
but there may be additional factors. There is no evidence that ENS
cells actually consume GDNF, and if they do, whether this
consumption would be at a sufﬁcient rate to effect its concentra-
tion. This consumption would, we proposed, form a gradient
which we invoked to control cell and growth cone directionality.
We know of no evidence that unequivocally identiﬁes a gradient of
GDNF in the gut mesenchyme, though there is evidence of spatial
and temporal mRNA variations. No experiments have been
reported in which the level or slope of a putative gradient factor
like GDNF is controllably manipulated in gut tissue, to gauge the
effect on ENC directionality and speed of movement in a realistic
microenvironment.
In one form of the modeling of chain migration, epitomized by
the wavefront in the mouse hindgut, axon/ENC agent contacts are
ascribed a controlling function. Testing the role of these contacts
by prevention of axon extension without collateral damage to the
ENC cell locomotion machinery has not been described in mouse
ENS.Gangliogenesis phase
At present the modeling of the colonization phase and the
ganglionation phase have been presented separately, yet in reality
the latter gradually emerges from the former. An aim not yet
attempted is to formulate rules and time-dependent variations,
possibly quantitative, which will seamlessly allow this progres-
sion. A more direct major shortcoming of the basic modeling of
ganglionation is that no attempt has yet been made to include
axonal growth and connections between forming aggregates
(ganglia), yet these axonal connections, with attendant glial cells,
are obvious in the real ENS.
Moreover, the role of cell-ECM interactions has been ignored in
the basic ganglionation model. The interesting variations in ENS
ganglionation in the mouse mutants described strongly suggest
that this will need to be factored in. A model encoding changing
quantitative adhesivity to ECM, both absolutely, and also relative
to adhesivity to cells, will need to be explored. We envisage this as
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neuron agents. Moreover, the enteric ECM clearly has an orienta-
tion component that changes with developmental time; this could
affect morphogenesis via the well known phenomenon of contact
guidance, and could be modeled by gradually introducing an
orientation bias. This will need to be included in future models.
As well as this theoretical work, and required for it, much more
exact descriptive knowledge of the biomechanical molecules of
real systems will also need to be gained. In the mouse mutants for
example, the effect of the Hand2 deletion will be genetically very
complex; a plethora of downstream genes will be affected.
At present the identity of this gene set is not known, let alone
that subset which directly affects ENS morphogenesis. The integrin
and N-cadherin deletions are obviously much more focused.
However. they still experimentally explore only a sub-group of
adhesion mechanisms, as mentioned previously.Summary of outcomes of modeling ENS morphogenesis
Mathematical modelling has provided much insight into the
development of the ENS, using local rules for a number of cellular
activities (motility, proliferation, differentiation, adhesive capacity)
and for how these activities inﬂuence each other. From these,
stable, resilient patterns of system-wide morphogenesis similar to
those observed in the ENS have emerged naturally in the models.
It is important to note that only some of these real outcomes (e.g.
colonization wave) were known and understood (at least intui-
tively) prior to the modeling. More interestingly, many outcomes
emerged in the models. Some of these had been observed
biologically but had no credible explanation (e.g. stable ENC chains
with unstable cells, increasing complexity of the ENS network),
and some were only observed in retrospect as a result of predic-
tions based on modeling (e.g. frontal expansion, clonal variability).
The number of cell behavioral rules used in the models is not large,
so in a sense ENS morphogenesis may be simple, although this
does not imply that the genetic and molecular underpinnings of
the rules are simple.
Changing the relative levels of the various model components
can account for termination of migration and formation of the
abnormal ENS distribution and ganglion pattern characteristic of
congenital human enteric neuropathies. In particular, the model
results and experimental conﬁrmations have important implica-
tions for Hirschsprung disease. Arising directly from the modeling,
we now view Hirschsprung disease to be more commonly an ENC
cell proliferation defect and not, as initially supposed, an ENC cell
motility defect. The models also provide a rationale to explain zonal
and skip segment aganglionosis. In addition, an emergent feature of
the model suggests the novel idea that reduced penetrance of
dominant mutation Hirschsprung disease, especially in identical
twins, may be in part due to normal stochasticity at the level of
behaviour of individual cells which is uncovered by mutation in a
Hirschsprung gene.Acknowledgements
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